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ABSTRACT 

The recently proposed SoftCast scheme employs analog-like 

transmission for wireless visual communication, providing 

graceful reconstruction quality degradation for drastically 

changing channel conditions. However, the transmission in 

SoftCast is not always efficient in terms of power usage. In 

this paper, we propose a wireless image/video SoftCast 

scheme which employs layered representation with hybrid 

digital-analog modulation. In this scheme, a coarse approx-

imation of the image is coded in a base layer in digital ways, 

while the residual image details are delivered in an en-

hancement layer in analog-like way. The outputs from the 

two layers are superimposed for transmission, using a hy-

brid digital-analog modulation scheme. Since a major part 

of the signal is handled by the base layer, the power effi-

ciency of the SoftCast layer is significantly improved. Ex-

perimental results show that the proposed scheme outper-

forms the original SoftCast remarkably, while still preserv-

ing the smooth quality degradation characteristic of the 

SoftCast scheme. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In conventional visual communication system, the coding 

bit rate is usually chosen before the actual transmission pro-

cess occurs, based on an estimation of channel capacity. If 

the actual channel capacity drops below a certain threshold, 

the decoding process tends to break down completely. In 

wireless scenarios, channel conditions may vary drastically 

and unpredictably. This brings big challenges to the design 

of visual communication systems. To make the things worse, 

in wireless broadcast scenarios, different clients may have 

different channel conditions. It is difficult to fully utilize the 

channel resources of each client to provide the best possible 

video qualities. 

Various scalable coding schemes [1][2] have been pro-

posed to handle the above problems. In scalable coding, a 

visual signal is typically coded into an embedded stream, 

which can be safely truncated at the time of transmission, in 

order to make the bit rate match the channel capacity. Hier-

archical modulation [6] was also proposed to superimpose 

the bits from multiple layers into one wireless symbol and 

allow the clients to decode different numbers of layers ac-

cording to their channel conditions. However, these schemes 

usually provide very limited choices of layers and qualities 

[7]. 

The recently emerged SoftCast scheme [3]-[5] proposes 

an analog-like transmission framework, in which the encod-

ing process is simply a series of linear transform, leaving 

out the conventional quantization and entropy coding. In-

stead of producing a stream of binary symbols, SoftCast 

generates a stream of real number coefficients from which 

exact reconstruction is possible. The coefficients are directly 

modulated to a dense constellation (e.g. 64k-QAM) for 

OFDM transmission. The transmission is lossy in nature and 

the noise level in the received numbers is commensurate 

with the channel signal-to-noise ratio (CSNR). The most 

prominent advantage of SoftCast is that it provides graceful 

quality transition in very wide CSNR range and can serve 

various clients of different channel conditions simultaneous-

ly, using the same transmitted signal in the air. For this rea-

son, SoftCast has attracted much research attention in recent 

years [8]-[18]. 

However, the analog-like transmission in SoftCast is 

not always efficient in terms of power usage. The power 

distortion functions of digital and analog transmissions indi-

cate that both methods have their own advantages. This mo-

tivates us to consider combining the two approaches and 

exploit both of their advantages. 

This paper proposes a wireless image/video SoftCast 

scheme, using layered representation and hybrid digital-

analog modulation for transmission. In this scheme (we call 

HybridCast), a coarse approximation of the image is coded 

in a base layer in digital ways, while the residual image de-

tails are delivered in an enhancement layer in analog-like 

way. Since a major part of the signal is handled by the base 

layer, the power efficiency of the enhancement layer is sig-

nificantly improved. The outputs from the two layers are 

superimposed for transmission, using a hybrid digital-analog 

modulation scheme. To achieve optimal overall transmis-

sion performance and guarantee the decoding of hybrid 

modulated signals, a key point is to allocate transmission 

power between the digital base layer and the analog-like 

enhancement layer. To facilitate the power allocation and 

transmission, a special whitening scheme is also proposed. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly re-

views the SoftCast scheme and explains the motivation of 
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the work. Section 3 describes the proposed HybridCast 

scheme. Section 4 discusses the power allocation problem. 

Section 5 presents experimental results and Section 6 con-

cludes the paper. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

 

2.1. SoftCast Review 

Fig. 1 shows the framework of SoftCast. The compression 

stage is solely a transform to decorrelate the image signal, 

producing a stream of transform coefficients. The transmis-

sion stage scales each coefficient individually and applies a 

Walsh-Hardmard Transform (WHT) to whiten the whole 

stream. Finally the resulted real numbers are modulated di-

rectly to a dense 64k-QAM modulation for OFDM transmis-

sion. The SoftCast decoder inverses the modulation and 

transforms at encoder, and recovers the original image using 

a linear least square estimator (LLSE).  

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of the SoftCast system [3-5]. 

 

2.2. Transmission Efficiency Analysis 

The purpose of a visual communication system is to repro-

duce the image signals with maximal quality at the receiver 

side, subject to the transmission power and channel band-

width constraints. Given a channel bandwidth condition, the 

transmission efficiency of such communication system can 

be measured by its distortion-power characteristics.  

Conventional communication systems compress the im-

age signals into a bit stream, and send out the bits using 

channel coding and modulation techniques. Usually, the 

power consumption for transmitting each bit can be regard-

ed as constant. Therefore, compression the image signal to a 

higher bit rate corresponds to a higher power consumption 

in transmission. Consider a typical rate-distortion model 

𝐷(𝑅) = 𝑓(𝜎𝐼
2) ∙ 2−2𝑅 (1) 

where 𝜎𝐼
2 is the variance of the signal, we know that by en-

coding one more bit, the distortion diminishes very quickly. 

Therefore the power usage is very efficient at low bit rate. 

For the analog-like transmission in SoftCast, however, 

the efficiency of power usage is different. Suppose 𝕩 =
(𝓍1, 𝓍2, 𝓍3, … , 𝓍𝑁) ∈ ℝ𝑁 is a random signal to transmit over 

channel. To utilize the transmission energy efficiently, 

SoftCast scales each 𝓍𝑖 by 𝑔𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑁 and sends out 𝑦𝑖 =  𝑔𝑖 ∙
𝓍𝑖. The signal that arrives at the receiver is �̂�𝑖 =  𝑦𝑖 + 𝑛𝑖, 

where 𝑛𝑖  is the channel noise. The receiver inverses the 

scaling operation and gets an estimation �̂�𝑖 = �̂�𝑖/𝑔𝑖  = 𝓍𝑖 +
 𝑛𝑖/𝑔𝑖. In this process, the expected distortion is 

𝐷𝑖 = 𝐸[(�̂�𝑖 −  𝓍𝑖)
2] =

𝜎𝑛
2

𝑔𝑖
2 , (2) 

while the transmission power for sending 𝓍𝑖 is 

𝑃𝑖 =  𝑔𝑖
2 ∙ 𝐸[𝑥𝑖

2]. (3) 

To achieve optimal performance, SoftCast determines the 

scaling factors using power-distortion optimization (PDO). 

The performance with PDO is (see [13][14] for details) 

𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝜎𝑛

2

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

∙ (∑ √𝐸[𝑥𝑖
2]

𝑖

)

2

. (4) 

From (4) we see that the distortion diminishes with trans-

mission power slowly, as 𝐷 ∝ 𝑃−1. 

The above analysis motivates us to consider combining 

digital transmission and analog-like transmission. We try to 

encode in a low bit-rate base layer a coarse version of the 

signal, using an existing coding scheme, and transmit the 

residue image in the way of SoftCast. Since a major part of 

the image energy is solved by coded transmission, the ener-

gy in the residual signal is greatly reduced, leading to signif-

icant improvement in ultimate performance. 

 

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW OF HYRIBDCAST 

Basically, we want to resolve most of the image energy by 

encoding a low bit rate version of the image, leaving the 

residual to the analog transmission. In practice, we down 

sample the image, and encode it using large quantization 

step into the base layer. Then, the residual between the orig-

inal image and the base layer reconstruction is processed 

and transmitted as the enhancement layer. 

The most straight forward ways of transmitting the two 

layers are transmitting them in digital and analog ways sepa-

rately. However, the bandwidth is usually limited. Introduc-

ing a base layer requires extra bandwidth for transmitting 

the bit stream in it. To avoid dropping enhancement layer 

coefficients, digital and analog signal have to share the 

bandwidth. In our scheme, part of the wireless symbols 

adapts hybrid modulation. As shown in Fig. 2, on a wireless 

symbol, each component (i.e. I-, Q- component) consists a 

digital signal  𝑠𝑑 , with an analog signal 𝑠𝑎  superimposed 

onto it. 

 
Fig. 2. Hybrid modulation 

 

An important point to note is that, for the decoding of 

digital signal, the analog signal is considered as noise. 
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Fig. 3. Framework of the HybridCast scheme. 

 

A very large noise may change the digital signal to a nearby 

constellation point so that the signal cannot be decoded   

correctly. Therefore, we only select the high frequency coef-

ficients which are expected to be very small for hybrid 

modulation. However, impulse values may still reside in 

high frequency coefficients, ruining the digital signal that it 

is superimposed on. Therefore, before the hybrid modula-

tion, whitening is performed on the selected coefficients to 

smooth away the impulsive values. 

Fig. 3 depicts the framework of the proposed scheme. 

Firstly, a base layer bit stream is generated and channel cod-

ed into 𝕊𝑑 . Then, the analog encoder takes the residual be-

tween the base layer reconstruction and the original image 

as input. The residual is first DCT transformed into  𝕏 , 

scaled by overall power allocation factors 𝔾 into 𝕊𝑎. Then, 

we select part of the coefficients in  𝕊𝑎  that correspond to 

the high frequency sub-bands to do hybrid modulation. To 

be concise, we denote the hybrid modulated coefficients 

as 𝕊𝑎
ℎ, the others as 𝕊𝑎

𝑟 . Whitening is performed on  𝕊𝑎
ℎ and 

 𝕊𝑎
𝑟  separately. In hybrid modulation, 𝕊𝑎

ℎ and  𝕊𝑑 are modu-

lated together. 

After the hybrid modulation, part of the signal is hybrid 

and the rest is analog. Due to overall power allocation, the 

amplitude of the two kinds of signals may vary drastically, 

which is unsuitable to be transmitted in physical devices for 

their requirements about peak-to-average energy ratio. 

Therefore, another whitening operation is performed on all 

the signals, including the hybrid signal and the pure analog 

signal. Finally, the whitened signals are modulated in analog 

way and transmitted. 

 

4. RESOURCES ALLOCATION 

 

In this section, we are going to discuss about the overall 

power allocation, the ratio of the analog power budget and 

total power budget,  𝛽 = 𝑃𝑎/𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , and the chosen of the 

base layer bit rate 𝑅. 

The overall power allocation have to meet two require-

ments. 1) Digital signal should be allocated with enough 

energy to fight the noise and the superimposed analog signal. 

2) The analog power should be optimized according to the 

power distortion relation described in (4). 

To satisfy 2), as discussed in [3][13], when 

𝑔𝑖 = 𝐸[𝕏𝑅[𝑖]2]−1/4 ∙ (𝑃𝑎/ ∑ √𝐸[𝕏𝑅[𝑖]2])−1/2 (5) 

the analog part is optimized. And  𝑃𝑎 = ∑ 𝐸[𝕊𝑎(𝑖)2] is the 

total power used in the analog part, where 𝕊𝑎(𝑖) = 𝑔𝑖 ∙

𝕏𝑅[𝑖]. 
To guarantee the correct decoding of the digital part, 

the energy of digital signal and analog signal should satisfy 

𝐴2 ≥ 𝛼(𝜎𝑛
2 +

1

|𝕀ℎ|
∑ 𝐸[𝕊𝑎(𝑖)2]

𝑖∈𝕀ℎ

) (6) 

where, 𝐴  is the amplitude of the digital signal, 𝛼  is the 

threshold for correct digital decoding, 𝜎𝑛
2 is the variance of 

channel noise, 𝕀ℎ is the index set of hybrid modulated coef-

ficients in 𝕊𝑎 . Obviously, we have 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  |𝕀ℎ|𝐴2 + 𝑃𝑎 . 

Then, (6) can be written as  

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(1 − 𝛽) = 𝛼(|𝕀ℎ|𝜎𝑛
2 + 𝛽 ∑ 𝐸[𝑔𝑖

′2
𝕏𝑅[𝑖]2]

𝑖∈𝕀ℎ

) (7) 

where  𝑔𝑖
′ = 𝐸[𝕏𝑅[𝑖]2]−1/4 ∙ (𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙/ ∑ √𝐸[𝕏𝑅[𝑖]2])−1/2 . 𝐴2 

is set as minimum in (6) to achieve the largest working 

CSNR range. Obviously, every base layer bit will be hybrid-

modulated with two coefficients, so  |𝕀ℎ| = 2𝑁𝑅 , 𝑁  is the 

pixel number. Then, we have 

𝛽(𝑅) =
𝑃𝑎

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

=
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 2𝛼𝑁𝑅𝜎𝑛

2

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝛼 ∑ 𝐸[𝑔𝑖
′2

𝕏𝑅[𝑖]2]𝑖∈𝕀ℎ

 (8) 

According to (2)(5)(8), the total distortion is 

𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑅) =
𝜎𝑛

2 ∙ (∑ √𝐸[𝕏𝑅[𝑖]2])
2

𝛽(𝑅) ∙ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

. (9) 

Thus, in practice the bit rate of the base layer could be opti-

mally chosen by (9). As 𝑅  increases from zero, system 

changes from pure analog to hybrid, high efficiency part of 

digital transmission is taken in, and the performance will 

increase accordingly. But after a certain point, digital part is 

switching to its low efficiency stage, and the performance 

starts to drop. 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

In this section, we conduct some experiments to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed scheme in comparison with the 

original SoftCast. Experiments adopt the test image set of 

Lena, Peppers, Elaine, Fishingboat (512×512, gray). 

The base layer bit rate is controlled by the down sample 

rate 𝑟  and H.264 Quantization Parameter (QP). In experi-

ment, we set 𝑟 = 2. We first evaluate the influence of the 

base layer bit rate. Fig. 4 gives the system performance at 

different base layer rate, when CSNR = 10dB. So, the base 

layer bit could be optimally chosen at the sender end. 
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Performance comparisons are concluded in Fig. 5. Di-

rect transmission of pixel value using analog modulation is 

added as comparison. Fig. 6 gives Objective comparison. 

 
Fig. 4. The influence of choosing different base layer bit 

rates. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Digital and analog transmissions have their own advantages 

in power utilization efficiency. This paper tries to integrate 

the high efficiency part of the both systems, and proposes to 

extract and encode part of visual signal and digitally, while 

the rest is in analog way. In transmission, hybrid modulation 

is employed to transmit digital and analog signal at the same 

time. Thus, the majority of the visual signal distortion is 

resolved in digital approach, which utilized the advantage of 

digital transmission. In the meantime, the efficiency of pow-

er usage in the enhancement layer is greatly improved. 

Compared to the original SoftCast, the proposed scheme is 

more efficiency in power utilization, while still preserves 

the smooth quality degradation ability. Experimental result 

shows that the proposed scheme can improve the reconstruc-

tion quality remarkably both objectively and subjectively. 

 
Fig. 5. Performance comparison between the proposed ap-

proach and the original SoftCast scheme. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Reconstructed images by the original SoftCast and the proposed scheme at CSNR = 3dB. The columns from left to 

right: the original SoftCast and the proposed scheme. 
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